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Circa 1920. Brooklyn, NY. An immigrant comes to America with dreams of making a 
brighter and better looking life for his family. After putting himself through pharmacy  

college, he opens his first pharmacy, fittingly named Saltzman Pharmacy.  
It became a great family business and also where the Saltzman men developed a life  
long passion to create and build better products, specifically in the shaving category.  

They longed for a better shave and way to affordably bring home the barbershop shave.
  
 
 

Today, four generations later RAZOR MD® is run by great-grandson Scott Saltzman 
and proudly become a global brand. Still priding ourselves on using  
all natural ingredients, essential oils and hand-made craftsmanship.  

NO Parabens, NO Harsh Chemicals, NO Toxins, from our family to yours…. 

The Prescription for the Perfect Look.™

Our Story





Stay in fighting form with this classic shave set.  
The razor features a custom chrome handle and is compatible with Gillette 

Mach3 blades, and the chrome-handled shave brush is made with high-quality 
badger hair for a rich lather. Made in the USA.

T H E  G R E A T E S T ™

Staying on top of your maintenance routine while traveling can be a challenge. 
This small but handy kit comes complete with all the tools you need to look 

sharp while still measuring the size of a small wallet.

W E L L  M A N N E R E D ™  G R O O M  K I T

AS SEEN IN



Popeye-inspired lather, lotion, and oil contain vitamin E, aloe vera,
and shea butter for a smooth morning shave.

P O P E Y E  S H AV I N G  C O L L E C T I O N ™

Tired of your boyfriend’s “Brooklyn Beard”? Get him this RAZOR MD® 
iGrip razor set. The set includes hand-made chrome handle razor 

with a laser engraved grip, a matching badger brush and a 
chrome stand to hold both. Beside looking dapper, this classic 

shave kit gives a smooth shave.

I G R I P  C H R O M E  S H AV E  S E T ™

Regime change: The best men’s grooming products. A classic razor 
handle, nicely weighted to ensure maximum control and comfort.  
A great gift idea and means to achieve a great barbershop shave 

in comfort of your home.

C H R O M E  17 ™  C U S T O M  R A Z O R





For Sensitive Skin For Normal to Slightly Oily Skin

RX PRE-SHAVE OIL™

THE PREP — prescribed to help soften dead skin cells and lift whiskers, our natural pre-shave 
oils allow your razor to glide effortlessly over your skin for the most close and comfortable 
shaving experience.

INGREDIENTS — Ricinus Communis (Castor) Seed Oil, Brassica Campestris (Canola) Oil, Tritium 
Vulgare (Wheat) Germ Oil, Persea Americana (Avocado) Oil, Olea Europaea (Olive) Oil, Fragrance, 
Lavandula Officinalis (Lavender) Essential Oil, Tocopherol Acetate (Vitamin E), BHT, BHA

NATURAL UNSCENTED

 2 oz — $19 
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ESSENTIAL SANDALWOOD



For Sensitive Skin For Normal to Slightly Oily Skin

RX SHAVE CREAM™

THE ACT —  Protect and defend against irritation and razor burn with the best non-lathering 
shave cream available. Derived from plant extracts that soothe and purify the skin, rich conditioners 
create a cushion of moisture between the beard and skin for the ultimate close shave. 

INGREDIENTS — Water, Stearic Acid, Glycerine, Cocamidopropyl Betaine, Cocos Nucifera Oil (Co-
conut), Capric Caprylic Triglycerides, Ceteraryl Alcohol, Laureth-4, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin, 
Polysorbate 20, Ceteareth-20, Cetyl Alcohol, Fragrance, Carbomer, Xanthan Gum, Calendula, Sage 
Extract, Arnica Extract, Triethanolamine

|  8 oz — $18 

NATURAL UNSCENTED ESSENTIAL SANDALWOOD
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For Sensitive Skin For Normal to Slightly Oily Skin

RX POST-SHAVE LOTION™

THE FINISH — Our post-shave lotions calm your skin after shaving and protect against razor burn, 
ingrown hairs and irritation. NO alcohol or drying of skin, doubles as an everyday face moisturizer.

INGREDIENTS — Water, Brassica Campestris Oil (Canola), Isononyl Isononanoate, Glycerine,  
Polysorbate-60, Polyacrylamide, C13-14 Isoparaffin, Laureth-7, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf (Aloe Vera), Cetearyl 
Glucoside, Ceteraryl Alcohol, Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea Butter), Cordyceps Sinensis Extract, Trametes 
Versicolor Extract (Muschroom), Cocos Nucifera Oil (Coconut), PEG-4, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin, 
Laminaria Digitata Extract, Chondrus Crispus (Carrageenan), Dimethicone, Fragrance, Tocopheryl Acetate 
(Vitamin E), Vitis Vinifera Seed Extract (Grape), BHT, BHA, Propyl Gallate

4 oz — $21 

NATURAL UNSCENTED ESSENTIAL SANDALWOOD



Rx TRAVEL TRIO™

NATURAL UNSCENTED ESSENTIAL SANDALWOOD

PRE-SHAVE OIL — Apply Pre-Shave oil to soften beard.  Active botanicals and essential oils protect and prepare the skin.

SHAVE CREAM — Formulated with the finest ingredients for the perfect shave.  No razor burn for you.

POST-SHAVE LOTION — Apply the Post-Shave lotion for the perfect finish, soothing, hydrating and definitely refreshing. 
Your skin will be soft and smooth, the finish to to perfect the shave. 

For All Skin Types — Natural — Paraben Free — No Sulfates  — Barber Tested & Approved 

INGREDIENTS — Ricinus Communis (Castor) Seed Oil, Brassica Campestris (Canola) Oil, Tritium Vulgare (Wheat) Germ  Oil, Persea 
Americana (Avocado) Oil, Olea Europaea (Olive) Oil, Fragrance, Lavandula Officinalis (Lavender) Essential Oil, Tocopherol Acetate  
(Vitamin E), BHT, BHA

 1 oz pre-shave oil, 2 oz shave cream & 2 oz post shave lotion in  
clear travel bag.  Airline approved.

|  $36 

For Sensitive Skin For Normal to Slightly Oily Skin
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Rx PRO BACKBAR™

ESSENTIAL SANDALWOOD for normal to slightly oily skin

These are Professional Size products, all 16oz with a black pump for ease, designed with style 
for any shops backbar and be used for in shop shave services. $69 for ALL 3 as a bundle.

|  16 oz — $69 
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ESSENTIAL GROOMING KITS

 —  TO TRAVEL LIGHT AND LOOK WELL GROOMED  —  
Staying on top of your maintenance routine while traveling can be a challenge. This small but handy kit comes complete  

with all the grooming tools you need to look sharp while still measuring the size of a small wallet.  
Our Travel Ready Kit comes with a chrome laser-engraved handle that connects to both  

Gillette® Mach3™ razor blades and our tooth brush, depending on your immediate needs.  
All housed in a sleek, chrome plated compact design, it weights less than three pounds altogether. 

Comes with a back-up Gillette® Mach3™ blade  and replacement tooth brush head.

WELL MANNERED TRAVELERS GROOM KIT  $69 | 5-piece set

FEATURED IN:
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iGRIP CHROME™

Maximise control and comfort with this iGRIP Razor 5 blade in chrome or black. Consisting of 5 blades for an ultra smooth 
finish, the chrome razor handle features a laser engraved grip to ensure that your shaving experience is nothing but what you 
deserve, promising a clean shave everytime.

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Fusion™ blade - also compatible with Gillette® Fusion™ ProGlide™ blade. 

iGRIP BLACK™

CUSTOM 5 BLADE RAZORs |  $119
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NICKEL 69 DE™

A wonderfully classy razor that’s perfect for enjoying a 
traditional wet shave in the comfort of your own home. The 
double edge blade glides effortlessly over every contour of 
your face, gently but effectively cutting hairs for a perfectly 
groomed look.

Compatible and comes with one Double-edge blade. 

iGRIP CHROME DE™

A handmade, laser-engraved handle makes this luxe razor 
comfortable to hold, while the innovative blade provides a 
smooth shave that’s gentle on skin. 

Compatible and comes with one Double-edge blade. 

CUSTOM DOUBLE-EDGE RAZORs |  $69 



NICKEL 69™

CHROME 17™

A wonderfully classy razor that’s perfect for enjoying a traditional wet shave in 
the comfort of your own home. The hand-made handle with nickel finish has a 
laser engraved grip to ensure you have a close and comfortable shave. 

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Mach3™ Blade. 

A classic razor handle, nicely weighted to ensure maximum control and comfort. 
A great gift idea and means to achieve a great barber shop shave in comfort of 
your home...enjoy our prescription for the perfect shave.

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Mach3™ Blade. 

 $69 

 $79 

CUSTOM 3 BLADE RAZORs
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BLACK 360°™

Adapted with a flirty pink color for the female user, the Pink 9 razor boasts all of 
the quality of other RAZOR MD products allowing for that desired close shave 
that has never been so easy. 

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Mach3™ Blade.

A custom black handle razor, nicely weighted to offer premium balance & shaving 
control. The blade can be angled so that it glides effortlessly over every contour 
of your face, gently but effectively cutting hairs for a perfectly groomed look.

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Mach3™ Blade. 

PINK 9™  $59

 $79 

CUSTOM 3 BLADE RAZORs



CR11 SHAVE BRUSH

The Silver Tip Badger Hair Shaving Brush is key to providing a super close shave.  
Using a shave brush, allows for the shave cream to spread evenly, conserving product 
and exfoliating at same time. As the brush is whisked in clockwise motion  
- it generates a rich lather which softens whiskers & helps prevent skin irritation.
Comes in a RAZOR MD signature gift box. 

 $59

SHAVE BRUSHES

BK360 SHAVE BRUSH

A Badger-Hair shave brush is key to providing a super close shave.  
Using a shave brush, allows for the shave cream to spread evenly, conserving product 
and exfoliating at same time. As the brush is whisked in clockwise motion  
it generates a rich lather which softens whiskers & helps prevent skin irritation.
Comes in a RAZOR MD signature gift box.

 $49
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CHROME 17 SET™

Chrome 17 (3 blade razor) — Shave Brush — Chrome Stand
A classic shave set that’s been created to give a truly luxurious shaving experience  
from start to finish. The handle is made of a heavy duty chrome and comes with and  
uses Gillette® Mach3™ blades to ensure maximum control and comfort for that all 
around perfect shave.  
Comes in a RAZOR MD signature gift box. 

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Mach3™ blade. 

 $99 | 3-piece set

CUSTOM SHAVE SETS

BLACK 360° SET™

Black 360° (3 blade razor) — Shave Brush — Chrome Stand
Is our flagship shave set and what put us on the map! This set is a classic, resembling 
a family heirloom that will be passed down for generations to come. A black,  
polyresin custom razor handle, comes with and uses Gillette® Mach3® blades. Has 
matching Best Badger hair shave brush and chrome stand to display and maintain 
your shave set for years to come.  
Comes in a RAZOR MD® signature gift box.

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Mach3™ blade. 

 $99 | 3-piece set



CUSTOM SHAVE SETS

iGRIP CHROME SET™

iGRIP Chrome (5 blade razor) — Shave Brush — Chrome Stand
Equipped with a handmade laser-engraved handle for a secure grip,  
this handsome razor set ensures a smooth and comfortable shave every time.
The set includes a matching chrome Best Badger-hair shave brush and a sleek 
chrome shave stand for display.  
Comes in a RAZOR MD® signature gift box. 

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Fusion™ blade - also compatible with 
Gillette® Fusion™ ProGlide™ blade. 

 $155 | 3-piece set

iGRIP BLACK SET™

iGRIP Black (5 blade razor) — Shave Brush — Chrome Stand
Equipped with a handmade laser-engraved handle for a secure grip,  
this handsome razor set ensures a smooth and comfortable shave every time.
The set includes a matching chrome Best Badger-hair shave brush and a sleek 
chrome shave stand for display.  
Comes in a RAZOR MD® signature gift box. 

Compatible and comes with one Gillette® Fusion™ blade - also compatible 
with Gillette® Fusion™ ProGlide™ blade. 

 $155 | 3-piece set
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Sleek and stylish, this stand (3 or 5 Blade Razor Compatible) is a fantastic way 
of displaying your custom razor. A stunning chrome stand helps to prolong the 
life of your razor by ensuring it dries properly and stays maintenance-free, as 
well as looking wonderful in your bathroom cabinet. Compatible with most 
razors, it’s the perfect shaving accessory. 

CHROME SHAVE STANDS

RAZOR U™ STAND  $19 

Sleek and stylish, this stand is a fantastic way of displaying your badger brush. 
A stunning chrome stand helps to prolong the life of your brush by ensuring it 
dries properly and stays maintenance-free, as well as looking wonderful in 
your bathroom cabinet.
It’s the perfect storage accessory. 

BRUSH U™ STAND  $19 



accessories

GQ 4 GROOM KIT™

This grooming and manicure kit is perfect for the gentleman on the go. 
Don't skimp out on your usual grooming routine just because you're traveling.
The GQ4 grooming kit provides two scissors, tweezers and nail clippers. All 
neatly laid out in a zippered black genuine leather case. 
Dimensions: 5.31 in x 3.2 in x 1 in. 
 

 $69  | 4-piece set

Patchouli & Cedar Candles have an earthy combination with hints of 
sandalwood. Our candles are hand poured in Florida and made from fine soy 
wax and blended with natural oils. Soy is ideal for candles to ensure a clean 
burn, leaving no black smoke or residue and soy wax provides a longer burn 
life. A 100% cotton wick, this candle has 90 hours of burn time.

P & C™ CANDLE   $39 
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ACCESSORIES

eDOPP™ SHAVE BAG

A travel necessity to keep all your grooming supplies tidy and organized. 
With a two tone look, it gives our men’s dopp bag the chops to accompany 
you on all your adventures. 

Antique Metal Zipper - Brown leather (bottom) - Gray waxed canvas (top)
Conveniently sized to pack into a weekender or other luggage.
Signature RAZOR MD logo sewn on front - Dimentions : 9" x 5" x 4.5''

$19

Handmade with 100% best badger-hair, this brush is extremely soft 
& generates a fabulous lather, particularly when coupled with high  
quality RAZOR MD shave products. Ensures the softening of your 
beard for an incredibly close shave. This brush is a must-have for  
any travelling gent or an excellent addition to your gym bag.  

DIRECTIONS — brush head unscrews and is stored in thein lightweight 
aluminum tube when not in use. A small cap with vented holes screw into 
bottom of handle to  safeguard brush while allowing the badger hair to air 
dry properly ensuring longevity. 

Perfect for everyday use or travel. 

CHROME 21™ TRAVEL SHAVE BRUSH  $59





High Hold  |  Low Shine Medium Hold  |  Medium Shine

FIBER FORMING CREAM
Medium Hold  |  High Shine

POMADE

 HAIR STYLING PRODUCTS

Mold your hair into a masterpiece 
with RAZOR MD's Forming Cream. 
Making your hair soft & manageable 

with medium hold and shine.  

3.75 oz — $18

Sculpt your favorite classic look with a 
strong hold and low shine. Your sleek

look will last all day long with ease! 
Offers excellent control, manageability 

and anti-frizz benefits. 
 

Tame that messy hair with RAZOR 
MD's Pomade. Medium hold provides  
a manageable grip with a high shine. 

Water Based — Non GreasyWater Based — Non Greasy Water Based — Non Greasy
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CITRUS & CEDAR

 Beard OILS |  1 oz — $19

PATCHOULI & LEMON SANDALWOOD & MUSK

BEARD OIL — Mix of vitamin E, Jojoba, Hempseed & many other essential oils eliminate beard itch, while taming unruly hairs 
and ensuring a smooth, soft looking beard. Non-greasy.

DIRECTIONS —  Pour a dime sized amount into the palm of your hands. Apply evenly throughout your beard and massage into your 
skin. Repeat daily as necessary.
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CITRUS & CEDAR

 Beard balms |  2 oz — $19

PATCHOULI & LEMON SANDALWOOD MUSK

BEARD BALM — Style your beard & mustache into the perfect gentleman look with three classic fragrances to choose.

DIRECTIONS —  Scoop a dime sized amount of balm with fingers, and work into a damp or wet beard, starting from root to tip.  
Can be further shaped with a comb, brush or fingers. Styled as desired and repeat.



“RazorMD® ensures gentleman today are well-fitted 
with the most affordable & quality driven shaving,  

skincare & grooming products available.”





POPEYE® SHAVE COLLECTION™

2 oz Pre-Shave Oil — 8 oz Shave Cream Lather 
4 oz Post Shave Lotion

As Shaving & Grooming experts, RAZOR MD® are also a group 
of kids at heart. So what’s better then teaming up with America’s  
most iconic, tattooed Sailor-Man to create a one of a kind shav-
ing gift set? Nothing - that’s correct! Since 1929, POPEYE® 
has been loved the world over and his Clean-Shaven face has 
been watched on TV’s around the globe. As an homage to the 
Clean-Shaven Sailor, we created a one of a kind, Limited-Edition, 
Co-branded Shave Collection.  

PRE-SHAVE OIL — Prepare yerself for the shave ya been 
waitin for! Yer first step in the here oil blend, made of me 
favorite scruff softenen stuff. It’s got all yer necessary vitamins 
to make sure yer skin gets ready fer a good n smooth shave.

SHAVE CREAM LATHER — Now it’s time to get rid of your  
scruff! Take here me special shavin cream that’s been made to  
protect and defend ya like a good shavin cream should! Yer 
gonna have none of that skin irritation or razor burn, just a 
good clean shave is all. Strong to the finish!

POST SHAVE LOTION — Yer whiskers are gone, so come on 
now and finish yer job. Take here some of me favorite lotion 
that’s been made with lots of good stuff. Slap it on yer skin
like a good sailor would, and get yerself ready fer skin as soft as 
a baby bottom.

SPECIAL EDITION COLLECTION

 $62

FEATURED IN:
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 — JUST TO NAME A FEW —  
SELECT worldwide RETAILERS

— United Arab Emirates —

— Russia —

— Singapore —

— Canada —

— United Kingdom —

— Australia —

— United States —

— United States —

— Netherlands / Denmark —

— Italia —

— Taiwan —





New York, NY 10001
p. 866.386.8236 | e. info@RazorMD.com 

RAZORMD.CO 


